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PREFACE

Making
Energy Storage Systems Smarter
In September 2020, China made it clear at the UN conference that it aims to have carbon dioxide (CO2)
emissions peak before 2030 and achieve carbon neutrality before 2060. Since the signing of the Paris
Agreement, multiple countries around the world have pledged to achieve carbon neutrality by 2050, which
greatly boosts the confidence of the international community in jointly promoting the "green recovery" of
the world economy after the pandemic.
We have ushered in a great and exciting era. Carbon neutrality has become a trend of the world. Solar
power, wind power, and energy storage technologies are growing fast, and the combination of renewable
energy and energy storage technology has been widely recognized.
Under the ambitious goal of the global energy strategy transformation, solar PV will undoubtedly become
a main energy source. Energy storage technology is the key for photovoltaic (PV) to become a main energy
source. The combination of solar and storage is an inevitable trend. The PV +BESS must be benchmarked
with thermal power to achieve grid parity. LCOS (Levelized Cost of Storage) decreases faster than expected.
The time for renewable energy + energy system storage systems to become a main energy source will be
earlier than expected.
At the same time, the intelligent era has come. Technologies such as 5G, artificial intelligence (AI), and
cloud are profoundly affecting and even redefining various industries. Digital transformation is the trend. If
digital and information technology is integrated with energy storage technology, more possibilities will be
created, and energy storage systems (ESS) will be safer, more efficient, stable, easier to maintain, and last
longer. Smarter energy storage system will make the PV industry grow faster and more steadily.
With the technology advancement, we firmly believe that the energy storage industry will grow fast in
the next decade. The global installed capacity of energy storage systems is expected to reach 1600 GW.
Considering the carbon neutrality goals, the market potential is even bigger. We hope we can collaborate
with all sectors of the energy industry to create a better world together.

Yu Zhenhua, Executive Vice Chairman of China Energy Storage Alliance
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Overview
The energy sector is responsible for more than 75% of

in the EU’s overall energy mix by 2030. The Commission

the EU’s greenhouse gas emissions. Increasing the share

proposal is now with the European Parliament and the

of renewable energy across the different sectors of the

Council.[1]

economy is therefore a key building block to reach the EU’s
energy and climate objectives:
»» Cutting greenhouse gas emissions by at least 55%
(compared to 1990) by 2030
»» Becoming a climate neutral continent by 2050

However, with the continuous increase of penetration of
renewable energy, half of the world's regions will face the
problem of weak power grids in the next five years, and
the requirements for grid connection stability will continue
to increase. Currently, there is a significant gap between
solar power and traditional energy in terms of power grid
support capabilities. As a flexible resource, energy storage

Building on the 20% target for 2020, the recast Renewable
Energy Directive 2018/2001/EU established a new binding
renewable energy target for the EU for 2030 of at least
32%, with a clause for a possible upwards revision by 2023.

systems can provide services such as frequency regulation
and peak load regulation for the power system, helping
renewable energy to evolve from adapting to enhancing
power grids. If PV is to become a main energy source,
energy storage is indispensable, which will make clean

To meet the higher climate ambition, as presented in the

energy more efficient and power grids more robust to

European Green Deal in December 2019, further revisions

facilitate the transformation of clean energy.

of the directive are needed.

This white paper aims to analyse the value of energy

The Commission presented Europe’s new 2030 climate

storage systems in power grids, introduce the application

targets, including a proposal for amending the Renewable

of energy storage in solar power plants, the difficulties and

Energy Directive, on 14 July 2021. It seeks to increase the

challenges in the current energy storage market and future-

current target to at least 40% renewable energy sources

oriented technical concepts and directions in the industry.
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01
Value of Energy Storage Systems
in Power Grids

With the acceleration of the global electrification process, the demand for electricity will continue to rise. According to the forecast
of the International Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA), by 2050, the annual electricity yield of the world will reach 55,000 TWh, of
which renewable energy will account for 86%. The total installed capacity will reach 20,000 GW, among which PV (8510 GW) and
wind power (6044 GW) will account for 72.8%. PV will become a main energy source in the future.

Figure 1-1 Proportion and installed capacity of renewable energy (source: IRENA)
However, renewable energy is intermittent, fluctuating, and uncontrollable. Feeding in renewable energy into power grids in large
volumes will bring a severe impact on the safe and stable operation of the power grids. To address this challenge, energy storage
systems can be used in frequency regulation, voltage support, and peak load regulation during power generation, transmission
and distribution. Energy storage systems can also be used to reserve power for outages, address transmission congestion, minimize
the capacity expansion needs of power transmission and distribution networks, and serve as DC power sources for substations[1]. In
application scenarios such as renewable energy output suppression and planned output tracking, energy storage systems deployed
on the renewable energy power generation side. In application scenarios such as power grid frequency adjustment and network
power flow optimization, energy storage systems deployed on the transmission side. In distributed and mobile energy storage
scenarios, energy storage systems are deployed on the power distribution side[2]. Therefore, energy storage technology is the key to
promoting the application of renewable energy and energy conservation and emission reduction.
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1.1

Frequency Regulation Using ESS

When wind and solar power systems account for a larger proportion in the power system mix, the system inertia decreases, and
the system frequency becomes more fluctuating. With more renewable energy and the retirement of coal-fired plants, frequency
regulation resources will be inadequate for the power system. This risk is much higher at the solar and wind power generation
hours. ESS, due to its quick response and accuracy in frequency regulation, has become the first choice for frequency regulation in
many countries. The frequency regulation features of the ESS are as follows:
»» It features fast response and precise tracking, and is more efficient than traditional frequency regulation methods.
»» The ESS can output specified power within the rated power range in 1s with a precision of 99% or higher. Its comprehensive
response capability fully meets the power conversion requirements within the time scale of Automatic Gain Control (AGC)
frequency regulation, greatly outstripping the regulation capacity of conventional thermal power plants.
»» High short-time power throughput, charge and
discharge capability, bidirectional adjustment,

400

and independent frequency regulation or
working with common frequency regulation

300

power supplies significantly reduces the needed
capacity of traditional frequency regulation
power supplies.

200

Take South Australia as an example. As the
penetration rate of renewable energy keeps

100

increasing, the number of power grid overfrequency occurrences increases rapidly. The
number in March 2017 alone exceeded 350.
However, after an energy storage system project
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was put into operation in South Australia, the
number of over-frequency occurrences of the

Figure 1-2 Power grid over-frequency occurrences in South Australia

power grid decreased significantly.

1.2

(source: AEMO in Australia)

Peak Shaving Using ESS

A large-scale ESS can address this challenge by using its inherent advantages.
The energy storage technology can store excess renewable energy generated during off-peak hours and release the stored energy
during peak hours. This minimizes the impact of the difference between power consumption peaks and valleys in urban areas on
power grids and facilitates energy saving and emission reduction. In addition, ESS has advantages such as a fast response, high
power and energy density, dynamic performance, long service life, high temperature performance, mobility, and ease of installation
and maintenance. Therefore, the ESS can adjust the peaks and valleys states of a power grid. This not only reduces the installation
and maintenance investment in power transmission and distribution equipment, but also minimizes the line loss and improves the
economic benefits[3]. Nowadays, ESS in wind farms and PV plants has become the first choice for peak shaving in many countries.
It is estimated that by 2050, the global ESS market for peak shaving will reach 74.6 GWh.
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Figure 1-3 Forecast of the global peak shaving market

Take South Australia as an example. From 13:00 to 18:00 on September 8, 2018, the local power demand increased by 730 MW. If
no ESS is available, the output power of the available generators needs to be increased by three times to meet the demand, posing
a huge peak shaving challenge.

Figure 1-4 Power generation and demand in South Australia

Figure 1-5 Global ESS deployment from 2018 to 2030

on September 8, 2018 (source: AEMO in Australia)
To sum up, ESS plays an important role in frequency regulation and peak shaving during power generation, transmission,
distribution, and consumption. It stabilizes power frequency, helps alleviate transmission congestion, and improves power
generation flexibility. The combination of renewable energy generation and energy storage technologies will overcome the
fluctuation of wind and solar power with time of day or season, make the output controllable and schedulable, and improve
the grid friendliness of renewable energy. Therefore, for renewable energy to become a major energy source, energy storage
technologies are the key. The global energy storage market is about to witness a massive growth.
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02
Challenges in the Energy Storage
System Market

Although growing fast in recent years, energy storage systems are not competitive in Levelized Cost of Storage (LCOS), which is a
major challenge. Other challenges include safety issues, low efficiency, short service life, and difficult O&M.

2.1

Safety Issues

ESS safety is a major concern in the industry. Fires and
explosions in energy storage system projects have caused
serious financial losses and social impacts. Safety issues
have become an obstacle to the development of the energy
storage industry. During the period from 2016 to 2019, safety
accidents occurred in 26 plants with energy storage system
in South Korea. The main causes of battery cell fire are as
follows:
»» The structure of ternary lithium battery cell material is
unstable. Oxygen is generated at high temperature, which
can cause fire and explosion.
»» When a defect occurs between electrochemical cells,
signals cannot be transmitted to the management system
in a timely manner. Usually, an alarm is generated after
fire occurs instead of beforehand.
»» Key components (such as circuit boards and contactors)

Figure 2-1 Safety accident of an energy storage system
project in South Korea

are faulty, causing sparks and arcs.
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2.2

Capacity Mismatch

Available capacity is a major performance indicator of the
ESS. The main pain points in the energy storage industry
are low battery utilization and capacity mismatch. The main
reasons are as follows:
»» Mismatch between battery packs in series: Based on the
basic features of series circuits, the available capacity
of battery packs in series is the capacity of the weakest
battery pack. As a result, other battery packs with a

Figure 2-3 Mismatch of battery racks connected in parallel

higher capacity cannot be fully utilized. For example, the
SOC deviation between battery packs of a plant in China
reached 12% after only one month of operation.
»» Mismatch between battery racks in parallel: Based on the
basic features of parallel circuits, the available capacity
of battery racks in parallel is the capacity of a weakest
battery rack. As a result, other battery racks with a higher
capacity cannot be fully utilized.
»» The difference between the internal resistances of the old
and new batteries causes cross current, which increases
the battery temperature and accelerates the aging of the
new batteries. In addition, more power will be needed for
heat dissipation. This further reduces the charging and

Figure 2-2 Mismatch of battery packs connected in series

discharging efficiency.

2.3

Short Battery Lifespan

The battery lifespan is closely related to temperature. If the temperature is not within the allowed range, undesired chemical
reactions will occur inside the battery, generating unwanted compounds and accelerating the aging of batteries. Currently, the
average lifespan of batteries in the market is only about 7 to 10 years. The possible causes of uneven heat dissipation of batteries
are as follows:
»» Air conditioners are usually used for battery cooling. When a cabinet is far away from the air conditioner, the temperature
difference between batteries in the container might be greater than 10°C. As a result, the battery lifespan is shortened by more
than 15%. In addition, if the temperature difference between the cabinets connected in parallel is large, the difference in aging
increases.
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Figure 2-4 Impact of temperature on batteries
»» The temperature rise difference between battery packs further increases the internal resistance difference. Due to the Leaky
Bucket Theory, the lifespan of all batteries is further shortened.

2.3.1 Difficult O&M
Onsite commissioning of a plant with an energy storage
system is complex, and professional personnel are required
to inspect and repair the system after it is put into operation,
which is time- and labour-consuming. O&M consists of three
parts: onsite installation, routine O&M, and repair.
»» Onsite installation: Onsite cabling, commissioning and
system thermal commissioning are required during the
ESS installation. This process is time-consuming and costly.
»» Routine O&M: Even if no fault occurs, ESS maintenance
needs to be performed every 6 to 12 months. The
maintenance items include the battery maintenance (such
as main circuit connections, SOC calibration, and battery
capacity calibration), converter maintenance, HVAC
maintenance, and fire extinguishing system maintenance.
»» Repair: When a battery pack in a battery rack is faulty,
manual repair is required to balance the battery SOC

Figure 2-5 Experts need to inspect the entire plant each year
in a centralized energy storage system project

because the system does not have the pack balancing
function.
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03
Smart String Energy Storage
System Solution

The innovation in energy storage technologies is a key to address the difficulties and challenges in the industry. The concept of a
string energy storage system is inspired by string inverters, which manage multiple MPPT circuits precisely to minimize the impact
of mismatch between strings and improve the system energy yield. String inverters have advantages in terms of fault rate, system
safety, and O&M efficiency and have become a mainstream solution in the industry. Therefore, we propose the smart string energy
storage system solution.

3.1

Definition

The smart string energy storage system solution integrates digital information technologies with PV and energy storage
technologies. Based on the distributed energy storage system architecture, the solution uses innovative technologies such as energy
optimization at battery pack level, energy control at battery rack level, digital intelligent management, and fully modular design to
achieve higher discharge capacity, better investment, simplified O&M, and high safety and reliability.
The smart string energy storage system solution differs from the traditional centralized energy storage system solution in the
following three aspects: string architecture, intelligent management, and modular design.

Figure 3-1 Comparison between the smart string energy storage system and centralized energy storage system
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String energy storage system achieves refined management.
First, an energy optimizer is used for each battery pack to
minimize the impact of mismatch between battery packs
connected in series and improve the available capacity of
the entire energy storage system. Second, the battery rack
controller balances the battery rack capacity during the
charge and discharge processes to minimize the mismatch
Figure 3-2 Battery pack-level optimizer

between battery racks connected in parallel and implement
rack-level energy management. Finally, a distributed
intelligent cooling architecture is used. Each rack is equipped
with an independent string-level air conditioner to minimize
the temperature rise difference between racks and improve
the temperature balance of the energy storage system.
Intelligent management is achieved by using advanced ICT
technologies such as AI and cloud-based BMS in the internal
short circuit detection scenario. These technologies can
accurately locate internal short circuits, calculate internal
short circuit resistance, identify unexpected internal short
circuits in real time, and promptly warn of battery fire risks.
Moreover, the AI technology can be used to build a prediction

Figure 3-3 Intelligent battery rack controller

model to predict battery SOX parameters and predict battery
health conditions, reducing excess initial battery configuration.
Finally, the intelligent cooling system based on multiple
models, such as battery lifespan, battery behaviour, and
environment prediction, is used to find the optimal balance
between battery aging and energy consumption for cooling,
achieving optimal LCOS in real time.
Modular design is used for the entire system. Due to the
modular design, a faulty battery pack can be isolated to avoid
impact on other packs in the battery rack, and manual SOC
adjustment is not needed after pack replacement. The PCS,
as a critical part in an ESS, also uses a modular design. When
one or multiple PCSs fail, other PCSs can ensure the normal

Figure 3-4 Distributed air conditioning

operation of the system.
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3.2

Technical Features and Customer Benefits

Compared with the traditional centralized energy storage system, the smart string energy storage system solution features higher
discharge capacity, lower investment, simplified O&M, and higher safety and reliability:
»» The battery pack-level energy optimizer avoids capacity loss caused by mismatch. The optimizers improve available capacity,
eliminate the battery pack mismatch caused by internal resistance differences within the rack, and increase the discharge
capacity throughout the lifecycle by 7%.
»» The intelligent battery rack controller prevents capacity loss caused by cross current. In the real world, the internal resistance of
a battery rack may be different due to reasons such as a manufacturing process and battery aging. A battery rack with a lower
internal resistance has a larger current and a higher charging speed. After the battery rack is fully charged, all other battery
racks connected in parallel will stop charging, causing capacity loss. The intelligent rack-level management allows the racks
to run independently, eliminating the mismatch between parallel racks, maximizing the potential of each battery rack, and
increasing the discharge capacity throughout the lifecycle by 8%.
»» Old and new batteries can be mixed, allowing for phased deployment of batteries and reducing the initial capacity configuration
by 30%. The traditional energy storage system solution does not support the mixing of old and new batteries. Therefore,
considering factors such as battery capacity attenuation over time, excessive configuration is performed during initial
deployment to meet the capacity threshold, peak shaving, and frequency regulation requirements. Traditional solutions may
require not only batteries but also PCS, and even transformer stations. This increases the cost and makes future reconstruction
difficult. The smart string energy storage system supports mixing of old and new batteries. Therefore, new batteries can be
deployed with existing batteries when needed. This reduces the initial battery capacity required by 30%, minimizes the initial
cost, and eliminates the need for PCS to reduce required investment.
»» Manual adjustment is not needed after battery pack replacement. In traditional solutions, experts need to adjust batteries on
site, resulting in high O&M costs. The smart string energy storage system does not require SOC adjustment. New battery packs
are plug-and-play, and the charge and discharge are automatically optimized.
»» Due to the modular design and the elimination of wear parts, the availability of the ESS reaches 99.9%. Traditional energy
storage system solutions have a large fault impact scope and low system availability. In contrast, the modular design of the
smart string energy storage system solution allows independent replacement of faulty battery packs without affecting other
packs in the rack. Similarly, when a PCS is faulty, other PCSs can support the normal operation of the ESS. These technologies
improve the system availability to 99.9%, offering greater flexibility and scalability, minimizing the impact of faults and O&M
cost.
»» The innovative intelligent cooling solution ensures that the temperature rise inside the container is less than 5°C@1C. The fresh
air + return air mixture is used for the cooling of battery packs to minimize the temperature difference between electrochemical
cells in each battery pack. This ensures consistent capacity attenuation to avoid the Leaky Bucket Theory and improve the
discharge capacity of the battery packs. More than 100 sensors are deployed to collect mass data for big data analytics using
an intelligent algorithm to determine a cooling strategy that can deliver optimal LCOS. Distributed air conditioners are deployed
in the container. Each battery rack has an independent air conditioner, reducing the temperature rise difference between battery
racks and slowing down battery capacity attenuation, and ensuring a 15-year service life.
»» Intelligent internal short-circuit detection and warning of battery fire risks prevent fire. Short circuits inside batteries is a major
cause of battery pack fires. Intelligent internal short circuit detection can detect battery fire risks in a timely manner. Currently,
the internal short circuit detection can identify two types of short circuits: The first one is the instantaneous burst internal
short circuit, such as puncture by a foreign body. In most cases, the voltage drops rapidly, causing thermal runaway of the
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electrochemical cell. The severe short circuit identification algorithm can quickly detect the fluctuation of the charging curve,
accurately identify and quickly alert on the internal short circuit. The second is derivative internal short-circuits such as those
caused by diaphragm attenuation. Such short circuits are difficult to identify, and can lead to severe internal short circuit if left
unnoticed for a long period of time. The AI algorithm is used to accurately calculate the internal short-circuit resistance, capture
the slight deviation of the charging curve, accurately locate potential risks, and warn of fire risks in advance.

3.3

Differences Between the Smart String Energy Storage System Solution
and the Traditional Centralized Energy Storage System Solution

Smart String Energy Storage System Solution

Traditional Centralized
Energy Storage System Solution

Discharge
capacity

The discharge capacity is higher.
The battery pack-level energy optimizers are used to
avoid capacity loss caused by mismatch and increase the
discharge capacity in the lifecycle by 7%. The intelligent
battery rack controllers are used to avoid capacity loss
caused by cross current and increase the discharge
capacity by 8% in the lifecycle.

Battery packs are not balanced or optimized, full charge
and discharge cannot be achieved, manual adjustment
is required after pack replacement, battery racks are
directly connected in parallel without rack-level voltage
adjustment. As a result, the differences between racks
reduce the available capacity.

Investment

The high-density pre-fabrication reduces the onsite
delivery cost. The rack-level management reduces the
required initial battery capacity configuration. New
batteries can be added when needed, reducing the
required initial batteries.

The initial and total investment is high. New batteries
cannot be added to old ones when needed. Therefore,
the initial capacity could be 60% to 70% higher than the
intended capacity.

Cooling

The intelligent cooling in the container ensures that
the temperature rise inside the container is less than
5°C@1C.

Only one or two air conditioners are deployed in a
container. The temperature rise difference can reach
10°C, which shortens the battery pack lifespan.

Mixing
of old
and new
batteries

Old and new batteries can be mixed to avoid the Leaky
Bucket Theory and maximize the discharge capacity of
the ESS. New batteries can be added when needed.

Old and new batteries cannot be mixed. The discharge
capacity of the ESS cannot be fully utilized. The
difference between the internal resistances of the old
and new batteries causes cross current, which causes
heating and accelerates the aging of new batteries.

O&M

The charge and discharge of new batteries are
automatically optimized. Manual adjustment is not
needed for new batteries after battery replacement.

Experts need to manually adjust the SOC of new
batteries after battery replacement.

Short
circuit
detection

Burst internal short circuits can be detected by the
severe short circuit identification algorithm, and
derivative internal short circuits can be identified by the
AI outlier algorithm to ensure safety.

Internal short circuits cannot be identified, which may
cause fire.

Modular
system
design

The battery system and PCS adopt a modular design,
improving the system availability to 99.9%.

No modular design is used. A faulty PCS affects the
entire container. The system availability is only 97% to
98%.

Item
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04
Summary and Outlook

On December 12, 2015, the United Nations Climate Change Conference in Paris adopted the Paris Agreement to address global
climate change. Carbon neutrality goals will change the landscape of the energy industry and promote the large-scale use of
renewable energy, and PV will become a main energy source in the future. As a result, the connection of large-scale renewable
energy plants to power grids, peak shaving, voltage and frequency regulation, and microgrid construction will create a trillion dollar
energy storage market.

The ESS needs to provide sophisticated functions such as power grid frequency regulation, voltage support, peak shaving, and
reactive power support, posing higher requirements on intelligent technologies. Technological innovation and ICT intelligent
technologies will overcome the challenges of the energy storage market, such as system safety, system efficiency, battery lifespan,
and O&M difficulty. More importantly, the smart string energy storage system solution adopts the innovative string, intelligent,
and modular design to implement refined energy management, increase discharge capacity, achieve optimal LCOS, and eventually,
achieve the transition from PV parity to PV+energy storage system parity.
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